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ADDEESS.

Mr. Smith, having been introduced by Commissioner Loring, deliv-

ered the following address

:

Mr. President and Gentlemen of the Convention: The subject upon which

I am invited to address you is embraced in these words, "The necessity of agricul-

tural education."' It will be observed this language 'does not prescribe any particu-

lar mode or scope of treatment of the subject. I am advised it is intended to allow a

Liberal latitude of discussion, and using- this privilege, I propose, at the suggestion

of others, to treat it more perhaps from a philosophical than from a practical stand-

point, as the practical phase will be fully developed by other speakers.

When the Almighty announced to the progenitor of our race, "In the sweat of thy

face shalt thou eat bread.*' He created by that edict the great industry of agriculture

and at the same time by implication, as a logical sequence, the necessity of an edu-

cated husbandry. It would have been supreme mockery to have established an indus-

try by which man was to live, without giving him along with it the capacity to un-

derstand its laws and the desire to utilize them to the best advantage in seeking his

livelihood from the soil. In proclaiming this startling decree, the Almighty at the

same time signalized the advent of this great industry with honorable and insepa-

rable association with that great law of labor which was to be the foundation of

social and civil government, and by which the human race was to progress in the

scale of indefinite development.

Ever since that divine hat was promulgated, mankind has been sweating under the

uneasy but heneficent yoke of labor in its various forms. No device which human
ingenuity and skill or even science could invent has been able to remove the-burden

of this inexorable edict. The earliest ages, held yet within the swaddling bands of

an unambitious infancy which had no wants that involved the life-struggles of the

since progressive eras, could not have given a satisfactory reason why man's busy

efforts to circumvent a wholesome command of divinity should not succeed in nullify-

ing a law without which he would be a useless and worthless vagabond. Its yet un-

veiled, mysterious influences were too far-reaching : they were destined to extend

infinitely beyond the primitive experience and to find themselves creating and con-

trolling the social forms and forces which were to mark the development of great

civilizations. It required long periods of intelligent observation and experience to

obtain even a glimpse of the divine wisdom embodied in that remarkable law of in-

dustrial sweat designed to vitalize all the powers and forces of humanity and which,

together with agriculture, twin-hound, were to become the foundation of all indus-

trial life and the motor of all the useful activities which would signalize the pro-

gressive career of ever-exploring man.
The primitive workers could perhaps see nothing but an unmixed curse in a divine

proclamation which to their narrow comprehension and superficial observation pro-

duced only toil, sweat, and weariness. The law of spontaneous production and a
livelihood without exertion seemed doubtless to them much more in accord with
divine wisdom and design. They did not feel the pressure of that law which was
to bear so heavily upon the human race when the earth became crowded with popu-



lation and when the lands bad become so valuable that their productive vigor be-

came au object of constant, anxious, and expensive guardianship.

It has been a long time since Abraham could say to Lot, " Is not the whole laud be-

fore thee?" On the contrary, so great has become the value of agriculture, not a foot

of tillable soil is to be found in any civilized country which can be had by the simple

desire to possess it. In the march of civilization everything worth having has been

brought under the law of labor reward, and what lands have not already passed

through this wholesome provision into the hands of individual ownership are held

by the Governments in trust for any son of toil who is willing to reuder obedience to

the great command which makes one sweat for a living. To this end our Govern-

ment with consummate wisdom so far from exactiug a money consideration, simply

requires the evidence of an honest and well-defined labor purpose upon the part of

the applicant in the erection of inexpensive improvements, with corresponding hon-

estly-meant cultivation, to secure to him the ownership of a comfortable and abundant
home for himself and his household.

It was reserved for future ages, when population had become dense and when the

denizens were jostling each other in the thronged thoroughfares, ou the busy marts,

in the crowded workshops, and too often even in the broad fields of husbandry, to

discover the beneficent design of that Divine edict which, in its multiform operation,

extracted the cur.se from the sentence of labor and left the blessing in disguise for an

honest day's toil, of adequate recompense, a healthy appetite, an approving conscience,

and an independent spirit which, having all its rational wants provided for, made its

possessor happier than a king and thankful for his creation to the God of labor and

honest sweat.

It was not until the inductive philosophy, under the protection of the Christian

civilization, became the motor and patron of investigation that the law of toil and

sweat was discovered to be the foundation of all that was of value upon earth. Daniel

Webster uttered the highest eulogium possible upon the toil and industry of the

husbandman when he formulated his views into that immortal phrase of condensed

wisdom, " an enlightened agriculture is the basis of all national wealth." Another

great man has added, "and of national virtue." This sentiment was as much the

language of Webster the farmer as of Webster the statesman. It was perhaps in

his hours of relaxation on his farm at Marshfield as he calmly surveyed his well-tilled

fields, rejoicing in their bounteous yield of grain, and herds, and docks, and snuffed

the exhilarating air which expanded his great, broad chest of lungs, and invigorated

his massive brain reflecting that all this abundant production was the result of skilled

and educated industry, that his convictions were crystallized into the remarkable

phrase just quoted. As a statesman he had doubtless observed the vast influence

which agriculture had exerted through commerce in shaping the destiny of nations

and races, how her products became the medium of exchange for the fruiis of

multiform labor throughout the world and the promoter of the spirit of universal

brotherhood in man; how, through its conservative and controlling power, it bad

more than once stayed the arm of brutal war and bade the blood-thirsty sword re-

turn to its scabbard ; how, in time through her agency international interests and

international necessity would demand the substitution of the umpire of peace for

the arbitrament of war. As a statesman, he had observed all this and much more.

But the sentiment alluded to was greatly the inspiration of the enlightened agricul-

turist who had grasped at one view from an elevated stand-point the fruitful earth,

the bounteous harvest, the rejoicing docks and herds, and the happy husbandmen.

and by a slight stretch of vision a little beyond, the great lines of transportation and

the broad ocean highway which were to distribute the abundant surplus to the vari-

ous quarters of the globe to make us the creditor and benefactor of the nations.

Here then is an industry the most ancient of all the industries, one established

by Divine decree and proved by experience to be the basis of all national wealth and

the promoter of national virtue. What grander foundation can be laid for any in-
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dustry than this! And what more conclusive argument is needed to vindicate its

claim to supremacy as tin- great national industry ! An industry of such dignity as

agriculture is entitled not only to all the consideration which a liberal and generous

education could bestow upon it. but to be advanced by the national Government and

by the States to a position of the highest honor as a special trust.

My subject involves, among others, the following propositions either of \\ hich being

too full of suggestion to elaborate with propriety for the presenl occasion, I will treat

briefly and generally :

First. Is agriculture worthy of special education

f

Secondly. What should be embraced in such education .'

Thirdly. Should such education he separate from and exclusive of or in conjunction

with a curriculum embracing other sciences and branches of study such as constitute

a liberal collegiate course !

If the enlightened sentiment uttered by Daniel Webster be true, that "an enlight-

ened agriculture is the basis of all national wealth." then 1 need no further argument

to prove the affirmative of the first proposition for this covers the whole ground. No
one will be rash enough to deny that an industry which produces all the wealth of a

nation should be liberally and thoroughly and specially educated. We might add
the concurrent testimony of the great political economists as to the commanding pre-

dominance of agriculture in the elements which constitute the wealth and power of

nations. But a little -well-considered reflection will satisfy any one of ordinary intel-

ligence and observation of the truth of this assertion. As from the earth all vegeta-

ble and plant growths spring, so out of all this production do all other industries find

their being, and the sciences, arts, manufactures and commerce follow as an inevita-

ble sequence. It might be interesting and instructive to elaborate the phases by which
agriculture exerts her influence within her own realm and in her multifor n relations

to other industries, and again as a moral force ; but the task would involve too much
time and space for this occasion. I will, however, briefly allude to those considera-

tions which present the most salient features.

I will repeat in amplification of what I have already said, that agriculture should

be the subject of thorough and special education because it is the mother of all other

industries and the basis of all national wealth. We have in support of this assertion

not only our own observation and the statement of our great Webster, but the testi-

mony of the greatest political economists. Hamper agriculture with unwise restric-

tions and all other industries suffer. Inflict unjust and onerous burdens upondt, and
all other productive interests sympathize accordingly. Enslave agriculture with op-

pressive laws, and you paralyze and destroy the national life. Agriculture is not

only the great purveyor for mankind and the motor of all the industries, but she is

the great civilizer of the world. Subtract agriculture as a factor in the agencies

which are striving to advance individuals and nations to the highest civilization, and
you produce confusion and anarchy. This results from the fact that agriculture is

not only indispensable to sustain life and perpetuate the race, but because she is the

mainspring of all the industries, the power which determines their necessity and pre-

scribes the limit of their utility, the great industrial safety-valve to relieve the over-

crowded industries of their surplus and unrequited labor and thus become the medium
through which the equilibrium of labor forces shall be secured and every son of toil

tind whereby to earn his bread.

Agriculture is also the great conservator of the peace. She can always be relied

upon as the conservative, counteracting element in governments on the side of reflec-

tion, order and peace, against the reckless, turbulent spirit of crowded and discon-

tented populations which seek anarchy and ruin. Her hardy sons keep their bodies

strong and their minds clear and self-poised by pure air, wholesome food, and health-

ful exercise, while the confined toilers of many of the industries enjoy little or no

recreation and are unable to eat the bread which they earn. The sons of the soil

never suffer for want of food, raiment, or shelter, and rarely from that dyspeptic con-



dition which produces disease, discontent, and suicide. The world can get along

without other industries, but not without agriculture.

How amazingly did agriculture show her civilizing and beneficent power after the

late war when amid the wreck and ruin of a large portion of our fair land she took

the homeless sons under the protection of her bounty and filled the desolated fields

with the heroes of a hundred battles ! While wise and patriotic men of America and

Europe were perplexed to know how a people who had lost their lands and homes,

and indeed their civilization, were to be restored to order, peace, and prosperity, agri-

culture steps quietly in.and solves the problem. It was simply Cinoinnatus returning

to the plow after duty discharged. The great leader who had pointed the victorious

armies of the republic the way to the halls of the Monteznmas and had just fought

the greatest battles of modern times, sheathed like a hero a sword unstained by cruelty

and dishonor and quietly retired alter the conflict to a rural retreat soon to be placed

at the head of an honored university, while his devoted followers as promptly ex-

changed the role of the warrior for that of the sweating son of the soil. And while

the clouds of an unfortunate struggle had scarcely passed beyond the vision the boun-

teous earth had crowned their labor once more with plenty in their homes ami ena-

bled them to contribute a generous proportion toward the support of a govern men t

the extent of whose necessities and expenditures were beyond all precedent. What
was this but a grand achievement of agriculture .' Wherewould the nation have

been at that critical juncture without it ? What other industry could have accom-

plished the same result ? The great soldiers of history understood the importance of

agriculture. The great Napoleon esteemed it justly. He knew what it was to have

a reliable comm issariat, which he considered more powerful than all his generals; and

he assigned to agriculture the front rank as a great national industry.

Again, agriculture is a great civilizer, because she is the author and creator of the

home idea, and indeed of the homes of a nation. What would any government or

any civilization be worth without the home principle, the home power? Take away
the homes, the agricultural homes of this glorious country and her greatness and

glory will have departed. Every man under all forms of government yearns for a

home. Too many governments there are that never gratify this reasonable and in-

deed lofty aspiration. Some of the higher civilizations only grant this in a restricted

degree. Ours, the most enlightened of all nations in this direction, confers this gift

equally upon all its citizens; and the strength and glory of our republic lie in the

fact that every citizen of every clime and race has an equal chance to secure a home
within the sacred precincts of which he can retire with his wife and children in the

possession of a castle which, although without bars and barracks, is as impregnable

to intrusion as a fortress full armed.

What industry can give such a home as agriculture f Bricks and mortar do not make
homes. The humble cottage with its small patch of land attached is more civilizing

and will engender more of the patriotic feeling of home and country than the most

gorgeous palaces without a foot of soil wherein to grow a shrub or a flower. The
toilers in the crowded cities have no homes, and the princes of commerce and manu-
factures do not feel that they have homes until they can possess a suburban retreat

from which they can look out on fields, and woods, and Hocks.

What makes this country of ours the asylum it is for the oppressed toilers of the

Old World except its vast expanse of virgin soil .' What has made the great power-

ful States of the West but the homes that have been carved out of her rich agricult-

ural empire for the weary toilers of the Old World and the enterprising, free-born,

progressive yeomen of the New '.

Why is Ireland the land of discontent ami turmoil thai she is to-day .' Because the

landed system is such that the people have no homes. Nowhere on earl h are i he lands

more fertile or the Landscapes more beautiful than on that green isle which has given

her conqueror her great est soldiers, statesmen, and poets; and enriched her literature

with its most precious treasures. But the policy of a non-parental government re-



stricts the ownership of its lauds to a privileged few. Exacting landlords, intrenched

behind unjust laws, and too voracious to learn wisdom, concert too willingly with the

non-protecting realm to prevent the acquisition of homes, either by tenancy or pur-

chase by those born upon its soil ; consequently they become a foreign element in

the land of their birth. What a monstrous governmental mistake ! A people without

homes in their own country! What a striking vindication of the beneficent and

civilizing influence of agriculture when left free and antrameled as in America !

How unwise and suicidal for nations or individuals to ignore the home power, the

agj'icultiiral homepower; and to refuse to recognize its controlling agency ! Youmaypar-

cel out the great cities amongprivilegedandpampered classes. < 'round rents and other

legislative devices may withhold for an indefinite period fee titles to their magnifi-

cent piles of brick and stone and marble. Grasping and heartless capital may own
their workshops and even their busy marts and hold in bonds to unrequited labor

the toilers that make them rich and great. All this will public sentiment tolerate

while at the same time it will deplore. But woe be to him who will seek to place

manacles upon the lands of our country, upon the broad and Heaven-ordained domain

of agricultural homes. This precious boon must be free to all. No law of primogeni-

ture or long-continued inheritance is permitted to absorb or appropriate indefinitely

this sacred inheritance of the American freeman. Why this profound universal senti-

ment of free soil and unfettered agriculture ? Plainly because the Almighty, having

decreed that mother earth with her wonderful productive capacities shall be the basis

of civilization and progessive development to man, has implanted in his breast that

to this end she must be as free in her protecting power and love as the air we breathe,

and so she goes on making her homes, construction her civilization and building up

strong characters and great nations.

Home influence ! home power ! Expunge this sentiment from the human heart, and

you strike down all government, all society, all religion, all virtue, all civilization and

make man a savage, a brute, a soulless, Godless, homeless wanderer on the earth.

What a touching and beautiful illustration of the sacredness and power of the home
sentiment is now being witnessed. The nation is to-day standing with tender emo-

tions over the grave of a man whose name is a synonym for home throughout the

civilized world. The great philanthropist of America who in kindly sympathy ex-

pended liberally his wealth to provide homes for those helpless ones who had lost their

own by the incident of an unfortunate strife, is preparing to exhume, after thirty

years of rest in a foreign land, all that is left of the author who, in immortalizing the

home sentiment in undying verse and song, thrilled the heart of every nation and

every clime with patriotic and humanizing joy. When transferred to their native

land, the Chief Magistrate of the Republic, eminent officials, illustrious citizens, the

learned and the uncultured, the lofty and the lowly, with hearts throbbing in sympa-

thetic unison with thousands throughout the civilized world will follow the remains

of John Howard Payne, the author of " Home, Sweet Home," to the cemetery at the

nation's capital where the world-honored Corcoran will consign them to monumental
rest. If John Howard Payne had been born amidst the bricks aud mortar, the sand-

stone piles and marble palaces of the crowded, hustling city, instead of in the humble
dwelling which was nestled in rural comfort beneath a bright Xew England sky. per-

haps the wondrous inspiration which gave " Hone, Sweet Home" to an enraptured

world would never have found its way in verse to thrill the human heart with its

soothing strains of sacred memories. It was the country life with its pure and whole-

some.joys for young and old in sight of dowers aud fields and flocks and with the

loving and loved who had shared with him alike the household joys and cares and

preferred to hear all cares, it was doubtless this deeply-awakened memory and

a thousand other kindred thoughts which caused his exiled and desolate spirit, his

bursting brain and aching heart to utter that wail of lofty lamentation which yearned

to be once more, yes, evermore amidsl the sacred and precious joys <>f •• home, sweet

horn



Ill thus extolling the agricultural home think not I mean in the face of religious

fact and daily universal proof to restrict this precious boon of home to any spot or

condition of life. Only comparatively do I speak. The empty tenement in the

crowded city secure against intrusion from without would gladden the heart of the

shiftless, thriftless drone within in his loneliness and want, but not as a home, only

as a shelter. This same abode, with plain appointment ami frugal store, would be a

home to the humble household, if knit by kindred blood and moved by sympathies

and deeds of love, and if crowned with Christian hopes, would be a bright and radiant

dwelling. The palace just beyond, though bursting with superabundant stores.

would be no more but less a home on this account, if devoid of human sympathies

and immortal hopes. Possessed with these, the dwellers in the marble house as the

inmates of the humble dwelling, may owu a home which verse and song would love

to praise. But transfer these homes from the crowded city blocks, the lifeless, crum-

bling handiwork of man to where the eye and soul reach out and feast on nature's

vast domain of beauteous scene of mountain, valley, and streams, and fields of living

green where flocks and herds obtain their daily food; of woods, and flowers, and

growing crops : and where the glorious king of day in purpling splendor mounts the

eastern sky and the free, fresh air of quickening morn comes braced with joy and

health: is not the city home improved by this exchange? Is not the country home
a home supreme!

Again, agriculture is a great civilizer, because it is the great motor for mind and

body in the direction of healthy and progressive development. When the Almighty

formed the earth and filled its great womb with the seeds of all the plants and
growths and imparted to it the fructifying principle, he at the same time endowed
its productions with such value to man as would keep him ever active with his

genius, skill and labor to utilize for his own comfort and gain the diversified forms

of growth which were to spring forth from its bosom. This busy process reaching all

the relations of society in their multifjrm ramifications constitutes the great civiliz-

ing principle which, starting with the propelling force of self-iuterest. soon discovers

that through commercial and moral influences the law of labor and sweat leads to the

brotherhood of man and builds up humane characters, great nations, and grand civ-

ilizations. Out of this process also grows and develops all the industries, and thus

the arts and sciences assume life and organized systems and become scnools for in-

struction. The brain work which makes the Patent Office at Washington a monument
of wonder and praise to the inventive genius of our country points at the same time

to agriculture as the mainspring of all that amazing thought and ingenuity.

It is not difficult to see how agriculture creates and moves commerce and manu-
factures, how for bread and raiment the world will bring in exchange the treasures

of its uttermost depths and limits, how the pearls of the ocean, the jewels of the

mines and the products of genius and labor will be laid at her feet until the dwellings

of the lowly as well as the palaces of the opulent will possess some creation of the

artist, the mechanic, or of handicraft in some shape which will beautify and bless.

The success of the heart-work of the world depends upou the co-operation of agri-

culture. The success of missionary work in uncivilized countries rests upou the law

of labor. No man who does not render obedience to this fundamental, inexorable,

civilizing law of sweat cau hope to be a Christian; without it he is a vagabond.

Therefore, if the m ssionary can only get the native to work, to till the soil, or to

gather with industrious hands the productions of spontaneous growth for exchange

through commerce with his more favored brother for those of a more elevating and
civilizing character, he can then hope to impress his moral nature with gospel truth.

The small beginning with the hoe. or with the industrious perseverance propelled by
the intelligent aim which produces reward and remuneration, soon expands into

commerce and manufactures. Then the exchange of commodities with otherpeoples,
followed by intercourse and interchange of ideas makes it comparatively easy to

expel the heathen idols of degradation and sloth from the hitherto savage heart and



enthrone in their stead the religion of Jehovah with its great doctrines of the Father-

hood of God, the Brotherhood of Man. and the mediatorial necessity of the God-man,

Jesus Christ to redeem and save. This achievement begins with agriculture and is

accomplished through the law of labor and sweat, as the human instrumentality.

Another reason why agriculture should be the subject of a liberal education is thai

she produces the bread by which man is to live and the race is to be perpetuated. A
wise man has said "Show me the bread which a people eat, and 1 will tell yon the

character of their civilization." This is the language of concentrated wisdom the

profound import of which it would be well if universally comprehended in all its sig-

nificance. How monstrous to take the grain which the generous earth had given

for bread and convert it into lead, or something as heavy and not much more digesti-

ble! Think of it ! That which has been provided by nature to tempt the appetite,

enrich the blood, form the tissues and build up the nervous structure for the whole-

some development of mind and body, instead of assimilating and producing vigor and

health, to become through ignorant manipulation and cooking a foreign element to be

expelled from its own household as a matter of self-protection! Alas! too large a

proportion of the bread and indeed of all food, instead of nourishing and invigorat-

ing, becomes through bad cooking an element of weakness and degeneration. It is

not too broad an assertion, that the civilization of a people depends as much upon

what goes into the stomach as into the brain. And while the art of cooking has been

very properly committed to the custody of the female and should perhaps be em-

braced in the curriculum of all seminaries of that sex, yet I am not sure that its gen-

eral principles should not be taught in all educational institutions and especially at

agricultural colleges where many of the graduates find their livelihood in such prac-

tical paths as might often make a knowledge of the art useful to them and their em-

ploye's.

My observation of the mode of living among the ignorant classes of lowly life,

and indeed too often of those a step beyond, is that the food they consume rather

stunts than developes mental, moral and physical growth, and that for their spirit-

ual as well as bodily well-being the art of cooking should either precede or accompany
the minister of Christ in his ministrations of love. I do not believe in readily im-

pressing an enlightened religion any more than an elevated civilization upon a peo-

ple whose bodies are not supplied with wholesome food, and whose physical welfare

is not generally attended to. Dyspepsia and bodily discomforts are not easy pass-

ports to an elevating and progressive development.

While popularly, agriculture applies especially to what are denominated "crops,"

yet. in a broad view, it may embrace the cultivation of everything which the earth

produces. An educated agriculture will diversify useful production and broaden the

field of investigation and therefore of cultivation, and in the course of time many
productions not now included in the popular designation "crop agriculture," will

doubtless find themselves assigned a place within the realm of agriculture alongside

the hop and indigo plants, and farmers who at present look to " crops" for the main
source of profit may find not by any means the least item of revenue embraced in

plants or growths essential to the useful arts which had heretofore escaped attention

for want of knowledge. An educated agriculture will not only furnish information

with reference to the use of growths already known to the arts, but will doubtless

multiply the discovery of new plants. Thus by education are the revenue resources

of the agriculturist constantly increased.

It must be borne in mind, however, that the great law of labor-sweat while finding

its first fruits in the cultivation of the soil, was yet intended to apply to all occupa-

tions, mental as well as physical. Professional men, scientists, artists, authors, and,

indeed, all useful productive vocations obtain success through the same inexorable

law which supplies the busy bodily-toilers with their daily food, and they all render

equal obedience to its commands in kind, if not in degree. All kinds of productive

labor are beneficent in their tendencies but I doubt whether a great civilization can
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be produced which eliminates agriculture as an essential factor in its construction

and seeks its controlling elements among the homeless toilers of the workshops of large

cities, the sordid barterers in trade and the avaricious money changers of financial

and commercial centers. But the civilizing power of agriculture all enlightened na-

tions understand. In our own experience the transforming power of the cotton prod-

uct furnishes the most striking illustration of this fact in all history. It is within the

memory of some now living when cotton was not known as an article of commerce.

A little over eighty years ago an American ship landed in England with ten bales of

cotton as a part of her cargo. She was seized because it was not believed so much
cotton could be produced in the United States. For many years past cotton has not

only been the great staple of this country, but the controlling product of the world

and not a few wise men of enterprise have honored it with the ritle of the " Great

Commercial Dictator." It is certainly the greatest of agricultural wonders and

achievements. Certain it is, it has been the means through providentially ordained

guardians of civilizing a great labor race through the industrial union of cotton and

enforced labor, by which the guardian was enriched only in money, while the lab »rer

exchanged his slough of heathenism and degradation for a civilization, a home, and

a God; until now men of all sections of this glorious Union recognize in the son of

Africa a brother man raised through the civilizing power of a great agricul rural staple

to the high elevation of American citizenship. Who so blind as to affirm that this

achievement was man's doings? Had not that great staple been divinely provided

when it was, the son of Africa would in all probability have been freed before his time

without the ballot and perhaps have perished as a race for want of occupation. Nar-

row minds will not accept this theory, but the philosopher who recognizes the presence

of God in history will see in the wonderful combination of soil, climate, and staple, the

beneficent design of a kind and controlling providence to elevate through industrial

contact with his more favored brother a doomed race to a higher plane of enjoyment

than his natural surroundings could afford. What a grand triumph for our great in-

dustry! The invention of the cotton-gin, the spinning jenny, and the power-looin

stimulated immensely the production of the staple and enabled it to fulfil more

speedily and effectually its divine purpose.

It needs no argument to show how nations progress or retrograde as they foster

or oppress agriculture. It is a matter of common knowledge how the oppressed agri-

culture of Turkey makes a wandering nomad of the Arab who to protect the scanty

yield of his fitful labor is forced at the approach of the never-satisfied tax gatherer

to "fold his tent and silently steal away" to a hiding place. And it is equally well

known how this oppressed industry thrives so soon as the unjust burdens and the

blighting surveillance of governmental officials are removed.

Were it not that I am admonished that the proprieties of this occasion limit this

address as to length, I would be tempted to present an array of statistical facta to

show how uufter an educated agriculture the productions of the soil had been amaz-

ingly multiplied as respects quantity, quality, and variety: how by it labor and capita]

had been greatly stimulated and commerce and manufactures thereby had reaped a

rich harvest. It would perhaps be instructive to observe what the European nations,

and especially France and Germany, have achieved in the direction of an educated

agriculture. Especially should it be interesting to note the marvellous advance made
in this country in everything relating to agriculture by which nothing less than ex-

pert or educated knowledge in that science and art could have produced the adequate

and profitable results achieved; hut all this mustbe lefl to those who will follow me.

As to the second proposit ion, " What should be embraced in agricultural educal ion .'

"

I answer every branch of instruction which can throw Light upon the productive

capacities of the soil ami that will imparl knowledge as to the nature, use, and de-

velopment of all plants and growths which spring from its bosom. This would include

researches into the physiology and diseases of plants and animals and the proper

remedies to be applied, [t would also necessitate the analysis of soils and artificialma-
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nures, and their adaptability to production the most profitable and useful. The proper

cultivation of grasses and the most nourishing and wholesome preparation of food for

cattle and all facts bearing upon the dairy products should receive attention. Floricul-

ture and horticulture present a wide and interesting field for further development,

and forestry, besides its lumber value, is assuming importance in its bearing upon

atmospheric and climatic disturbances aud relations. Observation and experiment are

watching closely tin- growths of the isothermal zones with the view of determining

the practicability of transferring useful plants from foreign countries to our own for

development within the same range of plant life here. Perhaps we may be able to

advance one step further and extend the area of plant life by some process of accli-

mation by which the alien growth will be so adjusted and habituated to various soils

and climates as to create and distribute the blessings of plant development beyond

our most sangnine conception.

Every step we take only proves the science of agriculture to be in its infancy. Its

possibilities are simply incalculable and its depths fathomless. "When we reflect

that the Almighty is incapable of creating anything that is not intended for sonic use

we are scarcely in Bight of the vestibule of the great temple of plant mystery, much

less have we been admitted into its inner courts. How few of the productions of the

earth have we discovered the use of! How many there are that we have, perhaps,

put to the wrong use! How ignorant we are, with all our researches, of the wondrous

possibilities of the soil and the best way to prevent its impoverishment and to pre-

serve its productive power! Although many millions have heeu expended in artificial

manures experience has not been able to determine so definitely their actual or rela-

tive value as fructifying agents as to place the use of them beyond probable serious

pecuniary risk, save in exceptional cases. This should not be so. Does not this con-

dition of uncertainty call loudly for an educated agriculture, and is not its existence

owing to the fact that experiment has not been sufficiently directed by science and

by an educated agriculture?

Distiuguished aud experienced agriculturists both in this country and in Europe,

threaten to upset long-established theories as to the use, value, and necessity of nitro-

gen to the great extent used as a constituent of artificial manures. They antagonize

a greater number who differ from them diametrically in regard to the issues made up,

aud this fact only shows how the recognized leaders differ as to the most important

landmarks of the science. Both claim to demonstrate their opposite assertions by
practical observation and tests. The one affirms, which the other as stoutly denies

that nature furnishes an abundance of nitrogen for all contingencies and any artifi-

cially added in any form is superabundance and useless.

I allude to this simply to should how much at sea agriculture is, when farmers of

long and varied experience should, in matters heretofore considered as fixed as math-

ematical axioms, be called upon to halt and take new observations. I knew person-

ally an intelligent aud enthusiastic fanner, now deceased, who claimed to have suc-

cessfully converted an impoverished farm of twelve hundred acres into a state of

productiveness without the use of artificial manures for which he expressed supreme
contempt, simply upon the theory that nature had provided shade as the only con-

venient, cheap, and prompt agency by which her impoverished soils were to be re-

stored to productiveness. He claimed that nature's food for plants was what he termed

"the residue of putrefactive fermentation," which he contended under the influence of

shade would take place in all soils a- well as in vegetable matter; that the Almighty
did not leave to the ignorance and uncertainty of man's devices and manipulation the

restoration of productive power in the earth, upon which all life depended: that tin-

soil through shade would naturally undergo the putrefactive fermentation process,

and thus become food for its own offspring. In proof of this In- cited the fact of the

tendency of all soils to construct a garment or covering by which they might protect

their barren nakedness from the scorching and blighting rays of the sun. Wherever
the winds would deposit leaves, or twigs, or brush, there would the latent seed stiug-
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gle into life, and soon the stripling, and then the full grown pines would appear, or

the sturdy oaks whose forms now grown to forest strength, having thrown their stal-

wart, umbrageous arms across the blighting pathways of the sun, had made the once

barren and deserted waste a fruitful mother of crops, aud herds, and flocks. This

gentleman claimed to have farmed faithfully upon his " shade theory." He used the

pea-vine aud clover simply for a covering, and not as fertilizers, and kept them as

long as possible upon the land that their shade might decompose the soil and provide

the food thus made, and not by their own decomposition, to feed the crops which were

to follow. He claimed that the droppings from the animal in the field were not in

that condition plant food nor would be until they had undergone the process of " put

trefactive fermentation," which could not take place under the direct rays of the sun

which destroyed by evaporation the fructifying principle, but only when thrown into

a pile and in shady spots where the indirect rays promoted decomposition. In short,

he believed a covering of boards would enrich land as much as one of clover or any

other vegetable matter, and that straw and pine brush were as efficacious for fertili-

zation as clover or pea-vine, when properly spread, even though the latter were turned

under.

I mention these ideas of my deceased friend because they are novel and curious in

some particulars, aud to show how widely earnest and experienced agriculturists differ

with reference to matters affecting most vitally the interests of their great industry. Is

there a lesson in these things, or will you chide me for bestowing the dignity of a

notice upon " such a ridiculous absurdity" ?

I might multiply to tediousness statements of the issues which divide intelligent

agriculturists upon matters of daily experience and observation in farming but if

doing so would only be suggesting that which most of you already know. The pro-

prieties of this occasion will not permit me to elaborate opinions of my own as to dis-

puted questions, nor is it my purpose to weary you with such intrusion ; my object

being to show how much there is to learn of the simplest problems in the field of

agriculture, and indeed how little we know of the hidden secrets of its realm, and

therefore how important it is that her treasures should be sought by the educated

student and scientist by and through methods that lead to a well recognized demon-

stration, and not by paths which reach no definite conclusions and involve unneces-

sary loss of time and money,

This suggests my last proposition, " How shall such education be bestowed."

Plainly this can only be accomplished by providing scientific aud practical instruc-

tion in this science and art, either in schools and colleges exclusively devoted to this

object, or as an essential and if you choose the main feature in the academic curri-

culum usually taught at our institutions of learning. My own judgment favors the

latter method. This would enable the student to pursue the agricultural along with

the other sciences and branches of knowledge which in this age of many-phased

activities and intelligent progress are considered by the most ordinary observers in-

dispensable educational requisites for the needs of practical life. Such a course

should be broad and liberal enough to fit its recipient either for the professions or

any of the useful vocations, aiming however in all cases to inculcate a taste and love

for agriculture and to engender by proper instruction such respect for its instructive

and ennobling teachings as would widen and deepen its influence in society and induce

many to adopt it as a calling who, for want of a knowledge of its possibilities, use-

fulness, and dignity as a vocation, had learned to underrate its value and importance.

The truth is agriculture as a science has grown to such huge dimensions she is in-

vading the domain of many of the other sciences for facts with which to enrich her

own formulas, and her increasing demands for knowledge are such that she has

taken possession of a number of the sciences which are considered essential to the

education of the most cultured man. In a word, agriculture has become a learned

science. Why not then let her stand shoulder to shoulder in the work of our agricul-

tural colleges with her kindred sciences the peer of any or of all and he able to look
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with the .same pride upon her educated alumni that the Roman mother of the Gracchi

exhibited when she proudly pointed to her sons as. her jewels.' I do not mean to

claim thatthe tiller of the soil needs the erudite, belles-lettres educational training of

him who intends to pursue the career of the scholar, but I do mean to affirm that the

ordinary liberal college curriculum is not too advanced to be possessed by the son of

agriculture, and especially should farmers repudiateand decry as an indignity to their

calling that narrow and low educational conception which would tit their sons only

to occupy the position, or one very little beyond it, of the ordinary farm laborer who,

although in the discharge of honest and useful and even of heroic service when faith-

fully performed, is yet bound irrevocably to a wearying, and too often perhaps to

unrequited toil for the want of educated intelligence. And then he is deprived of

the privilege which even the humblest citizen of this great country of many and

glorious opportunities yearns for, to make his influence felt among his fellows and to

do something to increase the knowledge and the happiness of his brother man.

In this age of expert knowledge it will not do to farm upon mere theory. Expert

knowledge may constitute the profit of the farmer and a slight mistake may destroy

the fruit of his labor by sacrificing him to the unequal competition of the more enlight-

ened husbandman. Transportation lines must move in bee lines for profit, and labor

must, for the same reason, take the shortest cuts to results.

Let agriculture then receive special and liberal education at institutions provided

with a curriculum which will embrace practical farming and experimental investiga-

tion in every useful direction, based upon scientific methods. Only in this way can

all disputed questions between her scientists and farmers be settled satisfactorily and

reliable conclusions reached. Thus will agriculture be appreciated and exalted as a

science, and labor, which has placed it in the front rank as an elevating and useful

art be justly respected and dignified. Let not the farmer of this progressive age be

frightened by the cry that his son is learning too much, so long as that knowledge en-

ables him to better understand the laws of plant life and of the'soils which are to sus-

tain it in its multiform and diversified forms. Let him not think that knowledge

too much which will enable him to better handle the plough, the drill, and the

reaper and after the toil of the day is over and its honest sweat removed, will be

able to instruct his household as to some important matters of domestic economy, or

to entertain his family aud guests with instructive words relating to passing events

or to one or more of the sciences or departments of knowledge which had engrossed

his attention as a student within the walls of the agricultural college and which fit-

ted him to entertain as a peer under his hospitable, rural home those who, however

they may have been possessed of higher literary attainments, could not boast of ac-

quirements of greater utility or dignity nor which could produce a greater amount
of elevating and rational happiness.

When one visits the extensive city markets of to-day and observes the profuse dis-

play of well-developed fruits and berries and vegetables, the result of intelligent and

educated cultivation, adding not only size, variety, beauty, and flavor, but value,

and compare them with the dwarfed varieties of twenty-five or thirty years ago. how
strange that any one could be found who would deny agriculture a generous educa-

tion!

The two great agricultural problems, ensilage and sorghum, now agitating the public

mind owe their consideration and any future achievements toan educated agriculture.

The tirst seems to he an accomplished fact and will add almost marvelous wealth to

the resources of the country. The last is still in the realm of uncertainty to the ex-

tent claimed for it as a sufficient and sole producer of all the sugar the United States

will consume. Those familiar with the difficulties of extracting a profitable amount
of granulating product from the richest saccharine plants will be slow to accept the

problem as satisfactorily solved which has been only worked out in the laboratory

or indeed on the larger scale of practical working, unless done under careful and

skillful handling. Thus tar no proper test has been made but doubtless will be by
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the present investigating mind which presides over the Agricultural Department. It

is to be hoped experiment will cause the most sanguine dreams of the friends of sor-

ghum to be realized. From long personal observation of its kinsman the sugar-cane

plant of Louisiana whose saccharine value is not a matter for doubt I know how diffi-

cult it is to extract granulation sufficient for profit, nor is it done except by the ut-

most skill and with the most advanced and improved chemical and mechanical appli-

ances. This plant is not a native of our climate but belongs to the tropics, and the

crop is a forced one. I have known large crops to be destroyed in one night by u

freeze which destroys the granulating principle and prevents even the manufacture
of molasses. I fear sorghum will have a most difficult task to perform in working
out the problem desired, not that sugar, aud a good quantity cannot be produced, but

whether it can be profitably produced is the question. And if sorghum is a forced

crop like the sugar cane, the gathering of which impinges on the season of frost and
freeze, its tribulations as a sugar producing staple are considerably increased. But
this difficulty will be largely overcome by the improved mechanical means which con-

verts in a few minutes the juice into sugar which used to take weeks of tedious hand-

ling. If the bagasse can be profitably converted into paper pulp, which up to this

time has not been accomplished, the value of the sorghum crop will be thoroughly

established. It is to be hoped human ingenuity will work this problem out.

There is no enlightened nation which fosters agriculture less than the United States.

and none where the claims and rmssibilities Gf this industry are so great as in our

country. The progressive nations of Europe all expend large sums annually in sup-

port of agriculture. Without enumerating tediously I will mention France, which

expended last year $20, 000,000 ; Prussia, $2,612,340; Russia, §14,826,184, and even

Sweden, not larger than one of our medium States, expended $651,737, while the

United States expended but $174,686. May we not well learn a valuable lesson from

the old nations upon this subject?

There is no industry which returns governmental aid and protection so richly as

agriculture and none which receives less of either. Being largely an experimenta

science, she has had much fruitless and expensive iuvestigatiou to make the burden

of which should not have been borne exclusively by her individuals or by her class.

but by the whole or the State which reaped equally the good achieved and there-

fore should share equally the risk. From the nature of the case, the results of her

experiments have to await their development to the end of the growing season and

require much nerve to risk and not a little patience to look forward to.

Although agriculture has secured through chemistry and observation a number of

landmarks which in the solution of her problems have enabled her to run many fixed

lines of knowledge through her vast domain, yet she is far from being a fixed science.

She possesses not the axioms of mathematics nor has she, like astronomy in her lofty

observations that fixed science to aid her in her tedious explorations.

Mathematics reveling in universal sovereignty with her fixed principles and exact

methods over the material world, disdains experimental modes, and huds the solution

of her problems, though often perplexing, yet always certain by rules and principles

always at command and which determine promptly aud exactly all questions within

her realm. But where is the agricultural scientist who, with his varied and so often

uncontrollable surroundings, will claim to possess data or appliances of observation

which will enable him to explore the hidden secrets of Mother Earth ? Where is the

intelligence which has fathomed the philosophy of vegetable growth .' Where is the

wondrous telescope that has enabled human vision to discover the nurseries of pi nut

life or to penetrate the mysterious arcana of the seed homes in the bowels of the

earth ! Yet the astronomer is enabled to push his sublime explorations from the foot-

stool well nigh the throne of Deity.

Agriculture will for wise purposes doubtless remain through all time an unfixed

and experimenta] science, an ever busy workshop for the brain, a motor for all other

industries and a civilizer for the nations. She will never possess appliances which
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will enable her to explore beneath the surface of the earth the silent operation of

plant incubation and growth, as the telescope will detect the minutest pulsations of

the restless spheres. She will never be instructed in tin- mystery of seed life, how

bursting its chrysalis prison house it springs towards the beckoning sun and covers

the earth with verdure and forest and flowers. She will never be permitted to enter

that studio where the delicate brush gives the coloring which becomes exquisite tints

Tinder the transforming influence of the genial sunlight. She will never be allowed to

know how the perfume is imparted to the flower or the delicious flavor to the fruit.

But agriculture will he able to determine the productive possibilties, the utility and

the profitable capacities of plant and vegetable growths, and how, by observing the

laws of fructification and development to achieve the greatest amount of production

with the hast expenditure of labor and money. In a word an educated agriculture

will enable the well informed farmer to accomplish results by direct, reliable and

profitable methods which the ignorant husbandman can only obtain hy indirect and

uncertain, ami therefore hy tedious, expensive and unprofitable paths.

An educated agriculture will teach man to love the earth which gives the daily

food and feeds all living things; which moves all industrial life and makes i In-

daily toil secure the daily bread, the raiment and the home; which causes manufac-

tures to start her busy workshops, and bartering trade to build its marts of traffic :

which creates the commerce which sends its white-winged carriers and its steam pro-

pellers to every sea : which, besides the bounteous yield of crops and herds and flocks

for bodily food, bedecks herself with forests, vines, and flowers, and spreads out her

landscapes of mountains, vales and plains, rivers, lakes and seas to please the enrap-

tured eye and point the adoring heart to its eternal God as source of all this wondrous
wealth. Let us then thoroughly and generously educate agriculture. *Let us honor
her with educational institutions where she will he able by her scientific and experi-

mental methods to work out the grand problems confided to her keeping as great

trusts for humanity. Let her also have her experimental stations where she may be

enabled at all times to work out her agricultural problems and not be forced to wait

for the slow process of the seasons, while in the meantime her great industry is suffer-

ing for want of facts.

The danger to agriculture is not too much but too little education. Unless we
broaden and liberalize the popular ideas as to what should constitute the education

of farmers, young men, uuattracted by an inferior standard, will continue to be driven

from our institutions of learning to the professions and the merely ornamental voca-

tions who would otherwise devote themselves to agricultural pursuits.

Let her sons then be known everywhere as the peers of the representatives of other

vocations in scientific attainment and useful knowledge, and as fitted educationally

equally with them to meet manfully and usefully the struggles and responsibilities

of life. Those who would place agriculture upon a lower plane than this fail to dis-

charge a high public duty, and greviously ignore the Almighty decree which has

made her the fruitful and bounteous mother of all the industries, and therefore the

controller and director of the civilization and the destiny of nations.




